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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1960 Meyer-Kiinig and Zeller [ 81 introduced a sequence of linear 
positive operators which they called Bernstein power series. Cheney and 
Sharma [2] modified these operators a little and these modified operators are 
now usually called, as we do here, the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operators. 
Let D[O, 1) be the set of real functions defined on [0, 1) for which If(t)] < 
A(1 - t)-” (t E [0, l)), w h ere A > 0 and (r > 0 are constants which may 
both depend on J: Then the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operators M, are 
defined on D]O, 1) by 
(MJ)(x) = (1 - x)“+l ? & (n;k)xtf($) (XE IO, 1);nEN). 
(1.1) 
Iff(1) exists and f is continuous to the left at 1, then (cf. [8]) 
and (M,, f)( 1) is consequently defined by 
(Mnf)(l) =f(l> (n E IN). (1.2) 
If the functions e, (i = 0, 1, 2) are defined by ei : x + xi it is well known [ 2 ] 
that 
and 
PC d(x) = 1 (XC [O, l];nE N) 
W,ed(x) = x (XE [O, l];nE iN). (1.3) 
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In the case of the Bernstein, Szasz-Mirakjan and Baskakov operators it is 
easy to determine the image of e2. For the Meyer-Konig and Zeller 
operators, however, an explicit expression for (Mae*)(x) does not yet occur 
in the literature. Many authors are only dealing with estimations of the 
second moment (Mne2)(x) -x2: Miiller [9], Sikkema [ 121, Lupag and 
Miiller [6] and Becker and Nessel [ 1 ] to mention some of them in 
chronological order. 
In Section 3 an explicit expression for (M,e,)(x) is determined in terms of 
a convergent power series in x, which in particular is a hypergeometric 
series. The way of deriving this expression is based upon a differential 
equation which is satisfied by the right-hand side of (1.1). This differential 
equation is determined in Section 2. In the last two sections several 
applications are given. In Section 4 it is shown that some of the known 
estimates for (M,e2)(x) - x2 immediately follow from the explicit expression 
(3.3) for (Mne2)(x). In Section 5 an estimate of the sup-norm of M,e, - e2 
on [0, 11, which was given by Sikkema [ 121, will be improved. This 
improvement is twofold: the new estimate is better and of a more handy 
form. It will be used to improve upon several known theorems on the Meyer- 
Konig and Zeller operators. 
Some of the results of this paper were the subject of the author’s lecture at 
the Second Edmonton Conference on Approximation Theory, June 1982. 
2. A DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
In this section a differential equation is derived which will be the starting 
point for the determination of (M,e2)(x) in Section 3. Differential equations 
like the one given in Theorem 1 for the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operators, 
seem to be fundamental for the investigation of many kinds of linear positive 
operators. Some papers, in which equations analogous to the one in 
Theorem 1 are given, are Walk [ 151, Giitz [3], May [7], Ismail and May 
[4], Ismail [5] and Volkov [14]. In these papers the main use of such an 
equation confines itself to a classification and a simultaneous treatment of 
different operators. Special properties of one specific operator are not taken 
into account, as is done as a matter of fact in the present paper. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
(2.1) 
For each n E N, x E [0, 1) and fE D[O, l), (M,f)(x) as defined in (1.1) 
satisfies the dlflerential equation 
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41 -xl $ Wdw) 
= - (n + 1) x(JfJxx) + 41 - x)(~,(a-))(x). (2.2) 
Remark. Strictly speaking (2.2) is not a differential equation for 
(M,f)(x) but rather a functional-differential equation. 
Proof: Let n E N. BecausefE D(0, 1) the power series on the right-hand 
side of (1.1) converges on [0, 1). Hence it is allowed to differentiate this 
series term by term in (0, 1). Thus 
&w”m=-(n+ 1x1 -xl” kfo (“i”) xy(&) 
+ (1 -x)“+’ -7 & i”; “) kxk-f(&). 
Multiplying this equation by x( 1 - x) and using g(k/(k + n)) = k/n, which is 
apparent from (2.1), it follows that 
x(1 -x)&w)(x) 
=- (n + 1)x(1 -x)n+l F 
20 i”:“)4sT) 
+n(1 -xy+z -? 
/e. i”:kbkh3ET)~ 
By (1.1) the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 1 implies 
LEMMA 1. For each n E N, Mne2 is a solution of the dlflerential 
equation 
x(1-x)y’(x)+(n+x)y(x)=nx’+x (x E [O, 111, (2.3) 
which satisfies the condition y(O) = 0. 
Proof. Let n E N and x E [0, 1). It is clear from (1.1) that 
(M,e,)(O) = 0. Setting in (2.2)f= e, - e, it follows that 
41 - 4 & Wfn(el - e2))(x> = - (n + 1) xPfn(el - e2))(x> 
+ n(l - xUfne2)W. 
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Using the linearity of M, and (1.3) it is seen that M,e, indeed satisfies (2.3). 
Thus the lemma is proved. 
3. AN EXPLICIT EXPRESSION FOR (M,e,)(x) 
It is pointed out in the Introduction that an explicit expression for 
(M,,e,)(x) will be d erived in this section. This expression follows from 
Lemma 1 and is given in Theorem 2. The following notation will be used: 
(Y)o = 17 
k-l 
(Y>k = n (Y + i) (kE N,yE IF?). 
i=O 
Furthermore some properties of the hypergeometric series 
a, @)k@)k Xk 
kz(, (c)k k?’ 
where a, b, c E R and c # 0, -1, -2 ,..., are needed. This series is convergent 
for /x 1 < 1 and if c - II - b > 0 also for x = 1. The function represented by 
the sum of the convergent series is denoted by Ji(a, b; c; x). Thus 
and 
O” @)k cb>k Xk #‘~(a, b; c; x> = z 
k=O @)k ii?- 
(1x1 < 1) 
*Fl(u, b; c; 1) = 
T(c) T(c - a - b) 
T(c - a) T(c - b) 
(c - a - b > 0). 
(cf. [ 16, pp. 28 l-2821). 
THEOREM 2. For n E N the formula 
(M,e2)(x) = x2 + “(i If’* ,F,(l, 2; It + 2;x) 
hoZdsfir each x E (0, 1). For n > 2, (3.3) also holds at x = 1. 
ProoJ: Let n E N and x E [0, 1). By the substitution of 
y(x) = x2 + x( 1 - x)’ z(x) 
into (2.3) it follows that z satisfies the differential equation 
x(1 - x) z’(x) + (n + 1 - 2x) z(x) = 1 (x E [O, 1)). 
(3-l) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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A particular solution zP of this equation can be found by substituting 
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z(x) = 5 UkXk 
k=O 
into (3.4) and comparing powers of x. This leads to 
1 O” 
z,(x) = - t2>k k 
n + 1 k;o (n + 2)k 
x =-&,F,(I,2:n+2;x). 
Furthermore, let z,, denote the general solution of the homogeneous equation 
of (3.4) valid on (0, 1). Then 
ZJX) = cx-“-‘(1 -X)n-l (C E IF?). 
The general solution of (2.3) valid on (0, 1) is therefore 
x(1 -x)’ 
J4x)=xZ+ n+ I ,F,(1,2;n+2;x)+Cx-“(1 -x)“+‘(CEIR). 
As M,e,! (n E N) equals one of these solutions and (M,e,)(O) = 0 it follows 
that C = 0 which gives (3.3). Using (3.2) it follows that (3.3) also holds at 
x=1 ifn>2. 
The next lemma will be used several times in Sections 4 and 5. 
LEMMA 2. For n > 2 and x E [0, l] there holds for any m E N, 
m-’ t2>k P,(1,2;n+2;x)< T 
(m + l)! xm 
keo (n+2)kxk+ (n-l>(n+2),-l’ 
ProojI In view of (3.1) the proof of this lemma will consist of a proper 
estimation of 
xk (n > 2, x E [O, 1)). 
k 
4,,,(x) can be written as 
= cm + I)! Xm q trn + 2)k 
(n + 21, k% cn + m + 2)k Xk 
p+ 111 
(n + 21, 
xm *F,( 1, m + 2; n + m + 2; x). 
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ffux) < i;+‘;/ x”,F,(l,m+2;n+m+2;1), 
m 
because IZ > 2. Equation (3.2) then gives 
Thus Lemma 2 is established. 
4. SOME KNOWN ESTIMATES OF THE SECOND MOMENT 
In this section the expression (3.3) for (Mne2)(x) in terms of a 
hypergeometric series is used to derive some known estimates for the second 
moment (M,e&(x) - x2. First, *Fi(l, 2; n + 2; x) can easily be estimated by 
a geometric series if x E [0, 1). Indeed, by (3.1) for each n E N 
,F1(1,2;n+2;x)= q (2)k k*. (n + 2)k Xk 
and thus 
*F,(l,2;n+2;x)< 2 1 xk=- 
k=O l-x 
if x E [0, 1) and Theorem 2 then leads to the estimate 
0 < Vf,e2)(x) -x2 G 
x(1 -x) 
n + 1 (XE [O, 1)). 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Because (M,e,)(l)= 1 by (1.2), (4.2) also holds at x= 1. In 1967 Miiller 
[9, p. 611 also proved this result. 
Taking into account only the first two terms of the series in (4.1), a lower 
bound for the second moment is obtained. Together with an application of 
Lemma 2 with m = 1, (3.3) leads to 
x(1 -x)’ n+l jl+~~c(M,e2)(x)-x2~x(~I;)2 (I+&)? C4e3) 
if n > 2 and x E [0, I]. These inequalities were also derived by Becker and 
Nessel [l] in 1978. 
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Applying Lemma 2 with m = 2 and using the same lower bound as in 
(4.3) it follows that 
(M,e2)(x) -x2 = “(i y Tj2 + ,::‘i:, :‘;, + R,(x), (4.4) 
where 
6x3(1 - x)~ 
O G Rn(x) G (n - l)(n + l)(n + 2) (4-5 > 
Therefore 
(M,e,)(x) - x2 = x(1 i x) 
2 
+ 
x(1 -X)’ (2x - 1) 
n* + S”(X), (4.6) 
where 
S,(x)=@ -$ c i (n -+ a).
By a closer analysis it can be seen from (4.4) and (4.5) that even 
lSn(x)l G n3 n3 
5x(1 - x)’ < J- 
(n > 2). 
(4.7) 
Expression (4.6) together with the asymptotic estimation (4.7) for S,(x) can 
also be found in a paper by Sikkema [ 121 of 1970. Estimation (4.8) for 
S,(x), however, seems to be new. 
5. IMPROVEMENT OF SOME THEOREMS 
CONCERNING THE M,-OPERATORS 
In this section a lemma, proved by Sikkema [ 121 (Lemma 3 below), will 
be improved. This improvement stated in Theorem 3 will in turn lead to an 
improvement of several theorems on the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operators. 
In what follows the second moment of the M,-operators is denoted by 
FJx), thus 
F,(x) = Wne2)(X) -x2 (XE [O, I], n E N). 
Let further 11 f 11 denote the supremum norm offE C [0, 11. 
(5.1) 
LEMMA 3 (Sikkema). Let F, be defined by (5.1). Then 
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(a) IIF, II < W 113, 
(b) IlFnll G (4/27n)(l - ((n’- 5)/4(n* - 1)‘)) (n > 2). 
THEOREM 3. For F, defined in (5.1) there holds 
(a) (IF, I/ = 0.0999032 (exact up to the last digit shown), 
(b) IlFn II G 4/(27n + 9) (n 2 21, 
(c) llF,,l[ = (4/27n) - (4/81n*) + e(n-“) (n + co). 
Proof. Because F,(O) = F,(l) = 0 and F,(x) > 0 on (0,l) (cf (4.3)) for 
each n E N, the maximal value of F,(x) is attained at some point x, E (0, 1). 
Substituting y(x) =x2 + F,(x) into (2.3), F,(x) is seen to satisfy 
x( 1 - x) F;(x) + (n + x) F,(x) = x( 1 - x)‘. (5.2) 
As FL(x,) = 0 it follows that 
(n t x0> F,(x,) = x,(1 - x0>*, 
which in view of Theorem 2 and the fact that x0 E (0, 1) is equivalent to 
ntl 
2F,(1,2;nt2;x,)=---. 
n t x0 
Let f,(x) (x E [0, 11, n E IN) be defined as 
f,(x) =s. 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Now, ,F,(l, 2; n + 2; x) is monotonically increasing on [0, 1) from 1 at 
x=Oto co ifn=l andx+l andto(ntl)/(n-l)ifx-+l andn>2. 
Furthermore, for each n E n\lf,(x) is monotonically decreasing on ]O, l] from 
(n + 1)/n at x = 0 to 1 at x = 1. Consequently there exists only one value 
x0 E (0, 1) for which (5.3) holds. Concerning n two cases will be 
distinguished. First, let n = 1. Then by (5.3) x,, satisfies the equation 
*Fr(l, 2; 3; x) = -&. (5.5) 
From (4.1) it follows that if x E (0, 1) 
Xk+2 
xk = 2x-2 y- ____ 
$-xi =k:x’;l.(l -x)+x\. (5.6) 
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Combining (5.5) and (5.6) it follows that x,, is the solution of the equation 
-+ln(l -x)- 1 =X 
1+x 
on (0, 1). Using a table for In x it can be deduced from this equality that 
x, < x0 < x2 with x1 = 4176.10e4 and x2 = 4177.10e4. Equation (5.2) yields 
Fi(x)=(l-x)(1-+(x+l),P,(1,2;3;x)}, (5.7) 
which shows that F; is monotonically decreasing on [0, x,]. Moreover, 
F;(x) > 0 for x1 < x < x,, which leads to 
F,(x,) < F,(xo) < F,(x,) + 4(x,)(x, -x,1. 
Substituting the values for x1 and x2 in this formula, using (5.1), (3.3), (5.6) 
and (5.7) it follows that 
999032.10-’ < F,(x,) < 999O325.lO-8. 
Thus part (a) of Theorem 3 has been proved. 
Second, let n > 2. Application of Lemma 2 with m = 2 gives 
2x 
#‘,(1,2;n+2;x)< 1 +- 
6x2 
n + 2 + (n - l)(n + 2) * 
Hence if n > 3 the following estimation holds 
,F,(L 2; n + 2; f) < 1 + ,*(yz): 2 
,< 1 + C2j3) n = , + 213 
n* + $n 7=.L (f), n+i 
(5.8) 
by (5.4). Because *F,( 1,2; n + 2; x) is monotonically increasing andf,(x) is 
monotonically decreasing on [0, 1) it follows from (5.8) that 
#‘,(L 2; n + 2; x0> <f, (n > 3). 
If n > 3 the latter estimation leads with (5.1) and (3.3) to 
IlFn II = F,,(xo) = & x0(1 - x,,j2 *Fl( 42; n + 2; x,) 
1 
(5.9) 
,< n+l ,y,;:, (x(1-x>‘> nn++l;3 = 
4 
27n + 9 ’ 
640/40/3-6 
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which is part (b) of Theorem 3. If n = 2 the second inequality in (5.8) does 
not hold. However, application of Lemma 2 with m = 3 and IZ = 2 yields 
213 213 24127 5 
zp,(lY2;4;?j)~ 1 +4+20+ 2. <4, 
and becausef,(!) = ! > i, (5.9) also holds if n = 2. 
It remains to prove part (c) of Theorem 3. Solving Eq. (5.3) 
asymptotically for n -+ co it follows that 
1 
x,=T+&+8(“-2) (n+ a). 
Substitution of this expression for x,, into (3.3) and use of (4.1) give 
which is part (c) of the theorem. 
Remark. The asymptotic expansion for n + co of the upper bound of 
llFnll given in part (b) of Theorem 3 coincides up to the order @(n -‘) with 
the asymptotic expression given in part (c). This means that if n -+ co the 
inequality in part (b) of Theorem 3 is an equality up to B(nP3). 
It is obvious that part (a) of Theorem 3 indeed gives an improvement of 
the corresponding part of Lemma 3. Also part (b) of Theorem 3 improves 
upon the corresponding part of Lemma 3. To show this it is enough to prove 
the inequality 
1 n2-5 1 
4n(n2 - 1)’ > n t l/3 (n > 2). n 
In fact, if n > 2 then 
1 ii?* - 5 1 1 
-- >i- 
1 
n 4n(n2 - 1)2 >n-4n(n2- 1) n 4n(2n - 1) 
1 
> + 
1 
- = 4n((3/4)n + (l/4)) n + 113 ’ 
Theorems 2 and 3 will now be used to improve upon some theorems on 
Meyer-Konig and Zeller operators occurring in the literature. First, a special 
case of a theorem of Shisha and Mond [ 111 is stated: 
THEOREM 4. (Shisha and Mond). Let L,: C[O, l] -+ C[O, 1) (n E N) be 
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a sequence of linear positive operators satisfying Lnei = ei (i = 0, 1). Then 
for any 6 > 0 
I(L,f)(x) -f(x)1 < 11 + ~-*((L,e,)(x) -x2>} 4f; 4, (5.11) 
where o(f; S) denotes the modulus of continuity off on [O, 11. 
As a consequence of Theorems 2 and 4, with 6 = (n + 1)-l’* in (5.1 l), the 
pointwise estimate in the next theorem holds. 
THEOREM 5. Let f E C[O, 11. Then for the operators M, dejked by (1.1) 
the inequality 
](M,f )(x) -f(x)] < { 1 +x(1 - x)” 2F,(1, 2; n + 2; x)] 
-i/;&) 
holds ifx E [0, I] and n > 2. 
Application of Theorem 4 to the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operators, with 
6 = n-l’* in (5.11) and use of Theorem 3(b) lead to 
THEOREM 6. Let f E C[O, 11, then for n > 2 
Because of (5.10) this is a sharper result than that in Theorem 6 in [ 121, 
which in turn is an improvement of the estimate 
occurring in [6]. The result in Theorem 6 is better than the older ones given 
in [ 6, 121 because use was made of the sharper estimate for ]]M,e2 - e2 I/ 
mentioned in Theorem 3. In a similar way several theorems on Meyer-K&rig 
and Zeller operators can be improved, which will be indicated now by two 
other applications of part (b) of Theorem 3. For the first one the next 
theorem occurring in [6] is needed. 
THEOREM 7 (Lupav and Mtiller). Let L,: C[O, 11 + C[O, I] (n E N) be a 
sequence of linear positive operators satisfying Lnei = e, (i = 0, 1). If f’ 
exists and is continuous on [0, l], then for any 6 > 0 
II&f-f II < (1 + o-‘)llL,e, - e,ll o(f ‘; 6). 
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This theorem applied with 6 = n-l’* to the M,-operators together with 
Theorem 3 yields the Lorentz-type theorem, 
THEOREM 8. If f is such that f’ E C[O, 1 ] then 
This estimate is clearly a better one than 
which has been proved by Lupas and Miiller [6]. 
The last application of Theorem 3 leads to an improvement of a theorem 
proved by Singh [ 131. It gives an estimate of ]l(M,f)’ -f’ I] in terms of the 
modulus of continuity off” and was already an improvement of a theorem 
of Miiller [lo]. In the proof of this theorem Singh uses the estimation of 
Sikkema, mentioned in Lemma 3. On replacing in Singh’s proof this 
estimation by that of parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 3 the following theorem 
can be proved. 
THEOREM 9. Let f be such that f” E C [0, 11, then 
IlWnf >' -f ‘II < 4,w f “; 
&T+ ) 
q (n > 2), 
where 
d, = 1, 149 (exact up to the last digit shown), 
d,= 2 
3\/3n-2 I 
+‘+v= (n>3) 
n 2n2 
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